
DAY-1

Event Name :- E-VERSE 22
Location :- M.S.Gosavi Hall, College Campus
Number of person attending :- 60
Sponsoring Organisation:- E-CELL GESCOE

Date :- 13/10/22

On Oct 13th, E-CELL GESCOE organised an event E-VERSE22 in
collaboration with E-CELL IIT BOMBAY which was based on Startups and
provides mentorship to the students.

The keynote speaker was Mr. Leenesh Singh who is a Co-founder &
CEO at 10,000 startups. The dignitaries who were present at the event were
Hon. Dr. R.P.Deshpande Sir [Branch Secretary GESCOE], Prof.
P.M.Deshpande [Project Director GESCOE],
Industry expert Mr. Nikhiel Kumar Bhakliwal [VP-Galactico Corporate Services
Ltd.],
Principal Dr.P.C.Kulkarni, Mr.Shaikesh Gosavi [Project Director E&M], Faculty
Advisor Dr.S.P.Agnihotri [Head of E&TC],& the person who organise this event
& also CA of IITB Mr.Atharva Nikam [Chairperson E-CELL GESCOE].

The students reported by 9:30 A.M at Seminar Hall. Guests arrived
by 10:45 A.M. The host of the event was

The event started with the goddess Saraswati Poojan, where all the Hon.
Dignitaries lighted the lamp. Then came the
'ISHASTAVAN' which was chanted by Ketan Inamdar. Here came the
felicitation part where, Dr.P.C.Kulkarni Sir felicitated Prof.R.P.Deshpande,
R.P.Deshpande Sir felicitated Mr.Leenesh Singh,R.P.Deshpande Sir felicitated
Mr. Nikhielkumar Bhakliwal, P.C.Kulkarni Sir felicitated P.N.Deshpande Sir,
Dr.Agnihotri Sir felicity felicity Dr. P.C.Kulkarni Sir, Dr.P.C.Kulkarni Sir felicited
Sir felicited Dr.S.P.Agnihotri



Dr.S.P.Agnihotri Sir gave a valuable Speech on objectives of Startups &
also welcomed all guests & aspirants. The Industry expert Nikhiel Kumar
Bhakliwal talks on why we should/should not opt for Startup. Where he speaks
on 5 factors as follows:
1)Why
2)Am I too young for this?
3)Why you should not
4)Motivation
5)Bring your Team.
He also used one phrase, "Entrepreneurship is a dance for 24 Hrs".

Then came the speaker of the event Mr.Leenesh Singh who Introduce
to many new Startup related terms to aspirants

After such useful information on Entrepreneurship & Startup Mr.
Leenesh Singh ended his speech with a quote,"There are a lot of options you
need to find".

Host of the event gave a glimpse of the day & also had a Motivation by
Hon. Principal of our college Dr.P.C.Kulkarni Sir.

Mr. Atharva Nikam held the dais & requested Despande Sir to felicitate
all Faculty members of E-CELL. He also guided aspirants by sharing his
success mantras,Elaborate INOVOCRETA & enthused students by the quotes
``How's the josh".Then we had a break of 45 min.

After such great inspirational stories & Motivation's. Here comes the
real part of the event, for which the students were eager. The "ILLUMINATI
EVENT" where the speaker clears all doubts of Startups & terms related to it.
In this workshop aspirants get the deep knowledge about Startup &
Innovation. They also shared their ideas After getting a brief introduction. The
workshop was so enthusiastic Tham many students came forward & shared
their Ideas. Mr. Leenesh was having live interaction with the aspirants & also
clearing Individual's doubts. He also ensures students to invest in their Ideas
& guide them throughout their Startups. The workshop ended by 5:30 P.M.



DAY- 2
Date :- 14/10/2022

It's a day where the competency of the aspirants are examined. On
this day, participants are able to identify their skills & implement those. With
this vision we started our event by 10:55.

We started our event by Brainstorming session. Atharva called upon
some interested aspirants to solve the cube. Pratik solved the entire cube
in 1 min 30 sec & Tanmay solved it in 2 min.

Moving ahead towards the program, Kalyani headed with an inspiring
quote,"Soaking up knowledge is not important, implementing is main.",
which allows individuals to implement their knowledge which they got from
Day-1 in competition. Further, Tejas gives a brief about competition & its
rules.

Tejas briefing about day-2 event

Firstly, Biz-Quiz started at 11:21 A.M. where students were asked to
write answers on a paper & questions were displayed on the projector. The
quiz ended at 11:47 A.M. Then, we had a break of 35 min. At 1:25 aspirants



who got selected for the next round were announced. In which, 40
aspirants got selected.Those who were not selected became Investors for
the next round where they are going to invest in the project of selected
candidate’s case study & pitching competition. Moving forward, Mr. Atharva
Nikam felicited Dr.Shraddha Deshpande & Dr. Neeta Deshpande madam,
judges for the case study round.

Here, we had 10 team of 4 members each which were named A to J.

Kalyani & Parth explained Rules, which were as follows :
1)Analyse the solution in depth.
2)Draw conclusion for the case study
3)Recognize the service of the product.
4)Mention stakeholder and the organisation.
5)Back with their recommendation.
6)Quality of recommendation (logical sequence of each and every solution)
7)Conclusion should be logical.
8)Concise and precise meaning of it.
9)Paragraph format.

Aspirant teams presented the case study and it’s results were based on the
to following criteria:

1)Quality of Analysis.
2)Quality of recommendations.
3)Quality of QnA.
4)Overall performance.



Aspirants making their team

Their were roles assigned to each member of the team in which one will be
CEO(Cheif Executive Officer) - who not just look each and every session of
the case study but also but also provide diligent and intelligent solution of
the case study, CTO(Cheif Technical Officer) - Technical part of the case
study, CMO(Cheif Marketing officer) - Domain of the Marketing Part,
CFO(Cheif Financial Officer) - Who looks over the finance of the case
study.
Aspirant teams were made to solve a given case study in 30 min based on
software used in Aviation Industry. While presenting participants also have
to answer the queries by the investors & judges, which made the entire
round more interesting & competitive. 5 min were given to each team to
give solutions to the case study & 2 min to answer Q&A of Judges &
Investors. This round ended by 4:30 and winners from this round were also
announced so as to enter them in the upcoming pitching round & final
round of the day. There were 5 teams who got selected for pitching round
and they were, E,J,H,A & I.

Atharva explained rules for pitching round to selected candidates. The
candidates who were not selected were investors for this round. Every
selected team has given a Q.R. code & product name on which features of
the product were given. 20 min were given for the discussion. The products
which were given to each team were Shelfy, Herbify, Saviour, Specialised &
Zoom.



Team zoom pitching their product



DAY-3
Date :- 15/10/22

This is Day-3 of this massive event " ILLUMINATE EVENT " & still
everyone is with the same energy and enthusiasm. We started our event by
11:45 A.M. The event was hosted by Kalyani Desai.

It was the day where all the hard work done by the aspirants were
given appreciation with exciting prizes. Also, a fun day where all the
aspirants had fun & also their managing skills are checked.

The event started by welcoming all judging panels who were going
to judge the Day-3 Activities & also felicitation by Tejas More of Poonam
Chaudhari Mam & Neha bhatambekar Mam.

Tejas briefing about day-3 event



Moving forward with fun activity Tejas gives brief about competition &
explains rules & regulations. In which there are 8 tasks to be completed in
a time span of 30 min in a team of 8 members which had exciting names
such as 4'0'4, Dynamite, Comrade, Saviours, 8 wonders, Ignite , Unicorn.

Here, the fun competition started, where every aspirant is trying to
complete their task in a given time & has uploaded photos and videos in
google drive link given by E-CELL team. The 8 task done by the
participants were:
1)Say a Group Song (Channa Mereya)
2)Group selfie in front of college gate.
3)Interview with random people whom you don't know.
Note:- Not from our college
Questions:-
1. If you could compare yourself with any animal, which would it be &

why?
2. Which Superhero would you want to be & why?
3. Out of 10 How much would you rate me as an interviewer?

4)Print a right Pascals Triangle
5)Abstract art using only shapes.
6)Add for our college
7)Play bullet chess with two E-CELL co-ordinators
8)Untangled.

Afterwards,we had a break of 40 min.
We started our event again at 2:00 p.m. There was also a guest

lecture arranged for the candidates so that they can get more insights of
startup. The guest who was invited was Mr.Varad kumar patel (Co-founder
at CUPRIT INFOTECH NASHIK E&TC) . Dr. S.P.Agnihotri sir & Dr
P.C.Kulkarni sir were also there to add a glimpse to the event by their
presence the hosting was done by P.N.Deshmukh Mam.

Firstly,we had a speech by Dr S.P.Agnihotri sir. Here,comes the
felicitation part where,Principal sir felicitated Mr.Varad Kumar Sir with a
token of love.Dr.S.P.Agnihotri Sir felicitated to Principal Dr P.C.Kulkarni Sir
& also P.C.Kulkarni sir to felicitate Dr.S.P.Agnihotri sir and Atharva Nikam.
Then,we had inspiration from our respected principal sir.



Mr.Varad Kumar grace the dias where he shares his startup journey
which was started in 2013 and Now in 2022 it has turn over of about 5
crore. In the beginning they used to supply electronic equipment. They had
a turn over of 2 crore by 2016. He tells aspirants to grab the opportunity
whenever they will get it by using a quote,”To become a businessman, you
must be opportunist”. He got this opportunity from his friend Nishant
Sawant. He was the pass out student of our college. He also ensures
aspirants to provide guidance for their ideas & also to go through all
government procedures & find investors for their startups. It’s great to see
our college student at this position.

Further Felicition of E-CELL staff members done .
Principal Sir felicitated : Kokate Sir(Judge for Pitch-it),Poonam Chaudhari
Mam(Judge for fun day activity), Neha Bhatambekar(Judge for fun day
activity),Principal Sir felicitated all 7 head members of E-CELL(Mr.Atharva
Nikam(),Mr.Tejas More(), Mr.Parth Parmar(),Mr.Bhushan Karpe(),Miss
Kalyani Desa()i, Miss Apoorva Bedade(),Miss.Aishwarya Chandwadkar().

Atharva Nikam Handle Further Function by calling upon some
interested candidates to give feedback of EVERSE22 .The Feedback was
given by Aditya Borade, Saishwari Sonawane, Tejas Borade, Apoorva
Bedade,Mrs.Deshpande Mam,Tejas More,Kalyani Desai, Survesh, Jagruti,
Mrs.Neha Bhatambekar Mam. From this Feedback it is clear that it was a
successful event & also aspirants learn many new things from it.

Now, comes the most awaiting part of the event Prize Distribution :
Firstly ,the winners were announced for Day-2 that is for Pitch-it
competition & the winners were
Day 2 Winner : Team Zoom
1.Vishal Subhash Kashyap
2.Vaibhav Somnath Patil
3.Taha Inayat Shaikh
4.Keshavdas Gulabrao Panpatil
Principal Sir felicitated them with Prize



Principal Sir Felicitated Team Zoom

Day 2 Runner : Team Shelfy
1.Apoorva Bedade
2.Saishwari Sonawane
3.Sakshi Mahind
4.
Principal Sir felicitated them with Prize

Principal Sir Felicitated Team Shelfy



Then came the best Investor's
1. Bhagwan sonawane
2. Rucha Angal

Felicitated best Investor's

Day 3 Winner
Team 4'O'4
1. Apoorva Bedade
2. Neha wagh
3. Sarvesh Joshi
4. Saishwari Sonawane
5. Sakshi Mahind
6. Sarthak karpe
7. Adnan Ansari
8. Vedanshu Donde
9. Keshavdash panpatil



Felicitated Team 4'O'4

Runner Up
Team Dynamite:
1.Radhika Dherge
2.Aditi Gaikwad
3.Pratik Aher
4.Ayush Gaikwad
5.Naitik Fulfagar
6.Mehul Tamboli
7.Rohit Shukla
8.
9.



Felicitated Team Dynamite

Winners and runner up were felicited with the Trophy , IIT BOMBAY
certificate, 5k to Winner team, 2k to Runner up.

Felicitation of Team INOVOCRETA(Who organised this event & also
participated in it) felicited with IIT BOMBAY Certificate.

Principal Sir felicitated Dr.S.P.Agnihotri Sir & Mr.Atharva Nikam.
The Event ended by Vote of Thanks given by Mr.Atharva Nikam.
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To, 

The Principal, 
GESRHSCOEMSR, 
Nashik 

Subject: Report on Activity Startup and Innovation Cell 
Event: Startup Rapid Fire 2022 
Date: 25/11/2022 

Speaker: Mr. Brijesh Tejani 
Founder Startups HÌ Mumbai 

Respected sir, 
Under the Startup and Innovation Cell of our college we had invited Mr. Brijesh Tejani 

from Startups HQ Mumbai to enlighten our budding entrepreneurs, and budding engineers from 
various departments. A total of 118 Students attended the event at Sir. Dr. M. S. Gosavi Seminar 
Hall 

In this program, Mr. Brijesh Tejani has given lots of ideas on how to start a new business 
and what financial mobility one should understand during the business, At the same time, he also 
threw light on the mental block and attitude changes of upcoming entrepreneurs. He has 
meaningfully inspired our students that what quality one should possess to become successful 
alumni. Eventually, the main motive of the event was to inculcate, motivate, ideate, and 
accelerate student ideas and also had a brief discussion on the same. 

The program started with an introductory speech by Dr. P. C. Kulkarni Sir and the 
Felicitation program of the faculty advisor Dr. S. P. Agnihotri sir and the Guest Speaker. The 
event was conducted successfully. Students asked many questions which were answered up to 
their satisfaction. The program ended at 1:30 PM. 

Dr. S. P. Agnihotri 

Date:26*" Nov 2022 

Faculty Advisor E-CELL GESCOE 
And Head of Startup & Innovation Cell 

CC: Hon. Prof. P. M. Deshpande, Project Director 
Hon. Mr. S. M. Gosavi Director E & M 
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25th November 2022 Startup Rapid Fire event held in Sir Dr. M. S. Gosavi Hall with Startup & 
Innovation Cell and E-Cell GES' R.H. Sapat College of Engineering, Management and 
Research Nashik-422005 

Welcome Speech 

NUNUIN. IVI. S. GOSAVI HALLO 

Group Photo With Guest Speaker: Mr.Brijesh Tejani 
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25th November 2022 Startup Rapid Fire event held in Sir Dr. M. S. Gosavi Hal with Startup & Innovation Cell and E-Cell GES' R.H. Sapat College of Engineering, Management and Research Nashik-422005 

erch, Nash 

We 

Startu 
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CONURATULA TIONs 
IEISItEMLDAUIE 

Group Photo with Guest, E-Cell, S&IC Core Members, Faculty Advisor & Head Dr. S. P. Agnihotri Sir 



To,
The Principal
GESRHSCOEMS&R
Nashik

Subject: Regarding advance for event under Startup & Innovation Cell in collaboration with E-cell
& Sumersingh Rajpurohit.

Respected Sir,

With reference to the subject above our college has established E-cell under S&IC where it has
been organized for promoting Entrepreneurship and Startup-ecosystem in our college.
Therefore, I am hereby requesting you to kindly grant an advance of Rs. 6900/- for the execution
of the program. Henceforth, I am hereby requesting you to kindly grant the permission and allow
me to take the advance amount from the college office.

Thanking You,

Team E-Cell



Sumer Singh Event - Expenses

Sr. no Items qty rate price
1 Certificates 180 16 2880

2 Travel Expense 1 2043 2043

3 TROPHY and Momento 1 200 200

4 Camera rentals 1 1200 1200

5 Posters 15 20 300

6 Food and Lunch 1 1000 1000

Total 7543/-



Get Link’D REPORT: 19/05/2023

On 19th May, Sumer had the privilege of conducting a seminar at Gokhale
Education Society's R. H. Sapat College of Engineering, Management Studies,
and Research in Nashik. The seminar covered various topics, including LinkedIn,
college life, engineering exams, and placement preparations. It was a memorable
experience for both the students and myself, and he was pleased to share the
details of the event.

As this was his first seminar outside of Mumbai, he was thrilled to visit Nashik and
interact with the students of this esteemed college. The response from the
students was overwhelming, and he could see their enthusiasm throughout the
seminar. He decided to approach their problems through storytelling, and the
students seemed to connect with this method. Their active participation and
engagement further motivated him to deliver the best possible content.

The hospitality extended to him during his visit was exceptional. The students took
care of all the arrangements, ensuring that everything was in place. He was
grateful for his warm welcome and the efforts we put into making the event a
success. The support he received from the entire team of E-CELL INOVCREATA,
especially Bhushan Karape, Atharva Nikam, Roshan, Tejas, and the entire team,
was commendable. Their dedication and hard work in organizing the seminar and
other events demonstrate their commitment to providing exposure and
opportunities to the college students. He would like to extend his heartfelt
appreciation to the entire E-Cell team for their amazing efforts.

During the seminar, he emphasized the significance of LinkedIn in today's
professional world. He discussed how students can leverage this platform to
enhance their networking, showcase their skills, and explore career opportunities.
Additionally, he further shared insights on college life, providing guidance on
managing academics, extracurricular activities, and personal growth effectively.
Furthermore, we delved into the preparation strategies for engineering exams and
placement interviews.



He provided valuable tips and techniques to excel in these crucial phases of a
student's academic journey. The interactive nature of the session allowed students
to seek clarification on their doubts and gain practical knowledge.
The students thoroughly enjoyed the seminar and expressed their gratitude for the
insights shared. It was evident that they found the storytelling approach engaging
and relatable. Many students approached me afterward, seeking further guidance
and expressing their newfound motivation to excel in their academic pursuits.



Report on "Startup Awareness Program "

Event Name : Startup Awareness Program
Date : 25th April 2023
Venue : M.S.Gosavi Hall
Organized by : E-cell GESCOE

The Institute's Innovation Council, Startup and Innovation Cell (S&IC)
GESCOE, successfully organized the "Start-up Awareness Program " on April 25th
2023. The spokesperson of the event was Er. Shreekant Patil who is an
Entrepreneur and Founder of @Parent Nashik. The event was hosted by Sakshi
Sangale & Aayush Kamble.

The program began with our Guests being welcomed with enthusiasm and
Saraswati Vandana being performed by Ketan Inamdar to seek the blessings of the
almighty. Dr.S.P.Agnihotri Sir held the dias where he elaborated about the event.
Brief Introduction of the keynote speaker of the event, Er. Shreekant Patil sir, was
given by the host. We greeted and welcomed our guest, Er.Shrikant Patil Sir, with a
Bouquet & Momento by Dr.P.C.Kulkarni Sir.The principal, Dr.P.C.Kulkarni Sir, then
addressed the students with his wise words.

The host then requested our Guest to take the dias and share his experiences
with the students, which was the most anticipated part of the event. Keeping startups
and its benefits in the forefront, he expertly highlighted how government programmes
as well as the NIMA startup hub can assist entrepreneurs in reaching new heights in
their startup journey. He also mentioned a few special schemes offered by the
government for female entrepreneurs and encouraged women to take the most out
of them.

He shared his experiences of working with the central government for many
years in various organizations. He talked about his experience in startups and NIMA
Startup Hub which is Maharashtra's First private Hub. Further, he mentioned about
the mission carried out by their hub to create 500 startups in Nashik by the end of
the year 2023.

He also discussed the differences between MSMEs and Startups, as well as
how startups are more beneficial than MSMEs. He also spoke about his
accomplishments, which motivated the entire audience. Speaking about his
experiences, he discussed his own entrepreneurial journey and all of the hard work
he put in to get to this position today.

The event then came to an end. Students were now well-versed in all startup
schemes, ideas, and terminologies.The event concluded with Atharva Nikam
presenting a vote of thanks to the esteemed Principal Dr.P.C.Kulkarni Sir, our mentor
Dr.S.P.Agnihotri Sir, and the respected Teachers attending the event. He also
expressed his appreciation to Er. Shreekant Patil Sir for his valuable time, insightful
comments, and excellent mentoring. It made a big impression on the audience.
And thus the event concluded successfully.








